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Roger Craig and I had a busy
time in Los Angeles last week.
Here is a partial list of the TV
and radio shows in which we
were guests.
Station KPFK with host Elliot Mintz from 11 p.m. Saturday to 1 a.m. Monday morning.
Interview with Art Kunkin of
the Los Angeles Free Pre-ss at
noon Monday. KTTV at 7 p.m.
for the taping of the Joe Pyne
show. Otto Premminger was the
substitute host. As far as we
were concerned, it turned into a
nothing show. Otto did all the
talking.
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celled the rest of the show which
was scheduled till 6 a.m.
Tuesday afternoon we both
talked to students of UCLA,
sponsored by the Citizens Inquiry
headed by Steve Burton; In fact
this entire tour was aranged by
the Citizens Committee of Inquiry which is composed of students and other interested youth.
On Wednesday we had a live
TV show with Stan Behrman and
Maria Cole, and we were invited
to return on Thursday to continue the conversations with
these two hosts. Maria Cole is
the widow of Nat King Cole,
Tuesday: 1 a.m. with radio and a very beautiful and charmstation KLAC and Bud Haley. ing person.
We got tired at 3 a.m. and canOn Thursday night we had a
very successful lecture and question period at UCLA's Wayburn
Hall with approximately 400 or
more present.
On Friday Roger and my wife
flew back to Texas while I went
to San Francisco to participate
on the Joe Dolan TV show, and
visit with the Citizen's Committee of Inquiry there and returned home on Sa t urday.
We continue to try to let you
know when our Joe Pyne show
will be played in this area. Sorry
we can not be specific.
Tonight we do a radio show
by telephone from Midlothian to
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St. Petersburg, Fla. This is the
second show we have- done on
this station in three weeks.

